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As the Russia-Ukraine war approaches the 1 year mark the electrical grid in Ukraine 

has taken devastating damage. Russia has hit more than 200 targets in the electrical 

infrastructure. This has left millions of  Ukrainian citizens without power in the cold winter 

months. In the early days of  the war Russia captured the Zaporizhzhia nuclear power plant, 

which is the largest nuclear power plant in Europe. Russia has now militarized the facility 

installing several Grad rocket launchers around the dry storage for spent nuclear fuel. 

Protective structures were erected to defend the launchers, but these structures violate 

international nuclear and radiation safety regulations. 
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The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has been criticized of  having a slow reaction to the 

takeover of  the civilian run facility. The IAEA specializes in peace-time policy and training. However, 

they are now taking a proactive approach to the issues and have sent operation teams to the now Russian 

controlled Zaporizhzhia facility. With the frequent shelling across the country a high voltage backup 

power line has been severed to the plant. This leaves the station with one remaining offsite backup 

power line. Large capacity diesel generators have been installed to provide additional power to the station 

and the neighboring city of  Enerhodar. Ukraine's massive demand for electrical supplies is competing 

with an international shortage. Slow production and high demand have made the large transformers and 

other equipment needed by Ukraine hard to come by. With the power generation down 45% since the 

start of  the war Ukraine has had to rely on EU grid hookups and increase the power supplied from their 

uncaptured power stations.



2021 Pre-war Condition

The image shows three months of  2021 VIIRS nighttime lights as red, green, and blue.  September 2021 = red. October 2021 = 

green. November 2021 = blue. The white tones indicate the brightness of  lighting is near equal in all three months.
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2022 War Impacted Condition

The image shows  VIIRS nighttime lights as red, green, and blue.  September 2022 = red. October 2022 = green. November 2022 = blue. The white tones 

indicate the brightness of  lighting is near equal in all three months. Most of  the 2021 lighting features have been lost in the Ukraine in 2022.  Note that 

lighting is still present in the center of  Kyiv and Lviv.  Lights are on in portions of  Russian controlled Donbas and Crimea. 5



2022 War Impacted Condition

The image shows VIIRS nighttime lights from three Octobers as red, green, and blue.  October 2020 = red. October 2021 = green. October 2022 = blue. 

The white tones indicate the brightness of  lighting is near equal in all three months. Most of  the lighting features in Ukraine are a golden-yellow, indicating 

that lighting was not detected in 2022. Note that lighting is still present in the center of  Kyiv and Lviv.  Lights are on in portions of  Russian controlled 

Donbas and Crimea.
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